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Intro to Wikipedia-Based Assignments 



Please note this session is being recorded





We hope you will leave this session 
with: 

● A rationale for using Wikipedia-based 
assignments in your class

● Reflections on different approaches 
and experiences that instructors and 
students have had with Wikipedia 
assignments

● Where to get help and support



Why are you interested in Wikipedia Editing?





Students should move from 
being the object of the 
educational process to its 
subject. Students should not 
be merely consumers of 
knowledge but producers, 
engaged in meaningful, 
generative work alongside the 
university’s faculty.

-Derek Bruff - 
http://cft.vanderbilt.edu/2013/09/
students-as-producers-an-introdu
ction/



We are often asking students to do work just to show us 
that they can do it. I wanted them to do something that 
had genuine value, and not just this makeup exercise they 
perform just to show [professors] they know how to do 
things.

-Dr. Rosie Redfield, UBC Zoology

“



A Brief History of Wikipedia



Ward Cunningham:

Groups of people 
who want to 
collaborate also 
tend to trust one 
another  



“Suppose scholars the world over 
were to learn of a serious online 
encyclopedia effort in which the 
results were not proprietary to the 
encyclopedists, but were freely 
distributable...in virtually any desired 
medium. 

How Quickly Would That 
Encyclopedia Grow?”



Not Very Quickly





Five Reasons a Wikipedia Assignment is Better than a Term Paper

1. People read it.

2. Students have to think twice.

3. A term paper is rarely a force for good in 
the world.

4. Wikipedia has real and fascinating flaws.

5. The technology is just about the same.

Eryk Salvaggio:
https://wikiedu.org/blog/2016/03/28/five-reasons-a-wikipedia-assignment-is-better-than-a-term-paper/



What are we 
asking students to 
do when they are 
working in the 
open?

Image: 
UCSB's Art, Design, and Architecture Museum Club 
work on wiki - Samantha (Wiki Ed)  CC-BY-SA

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:UCSB%27s_Art,_Design,_and_Architecture_Museum_Club_work_on_wiki_markup..jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:UCSB%27s_Art,_Design,_and_Architecture_Museum_Club_work_on_wiki_markup..jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Samantha_(Wiki_Ed)
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Samantha_(Wiki_Ed)


Students are:

● Opening their ideas up to public scrutiny - this is a bit scary for 
most of us but doing so usually means it pushes us to a higher 
standard of work.

● Learning to see themselves as contributors to knowledge - 
beginning to see themselves as emerging scholars. 

● Evaluating, creating and communicating in new ways using 
technology. 

● Building digital literacies
● Engaging with communities other than their peers in a classroom - 

negotiation 



● Introduction to Food Science
● Regulations, chemistry, packaging, safety, etc
● 120 students, from a wide range of disciplines



Team Projects 2011



2012 to 2015 wiki.ubc.ca

CWL holders can edit







Since March 2015
856 views as of June 2016
1850 views as of July 2017 



Wikipedia Stub Pages
2015 Wikipedia

gunaq Mochi

    Indian Ice Cream Natt

   Baked Milk Maple 
Liqueur Fish Sauce

Arak Bannock





Original:
After Contribution: 



The Process; The Instructions

● Form teams
● Ask them to identify foods they like to explore
● Check Wikipedia to see if there is sufficient 

scientific info
● If not, BINGO!!!! - We have a topic!

● Work in a sandbox on Wikipedia
● Post to the actual page 



What happened next? 

● Contributed to knowledge translation!!!!!
● Tequila, balut egg, Indian ice cream, fishcake, etc.



What happened next? 

● Contributed to knowledge translation!!!!!
● Tequila, balut egg, Indian ice cream, fishcake, etc.

Many entries got deleted :(
● Trolls :( 
● Plagiarism; lack of references
● Did not fit the flow of original content
● Too academic, scientific, and/or technical
● Food is a very emotional topic 💓💓💓



● Analysis and discussion of papers, 
experiments and concepts around 
mechanisms of gene regulation

● Literature searching, information 
management and synthesis

● 41 students from BIOL, BIOT, ISCI, 
CMS

David O. Morgan
The Cell Cycle. Principles of Control.

BIOL 463
Gene regulation in development



The Assignment 

● Teams of two or three

● Select a Wikipedia stub from the list provided

● Edit it by adding ~500 words and primary, 
secondary, and tertiary references





The Outcomes 

● Impressive effort and investment from students

● 15 stubs edited, 21,700 words, 218 references

● Impressive quality                                        
(example: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krüppel)

● Lots of student enthusiasm!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kr%C3%BCppel


Wikipedia Project Student Feedback – Madina
 
● LIKE: very clear instructions on how to publish/format things, sense 

of contribution to the research field.

● DISLIKE: have to publish things in increments (can’t publish the 
whole article right away).

● LEARNED: collaborative effort, how to compress/retrieve key 
information, transform scientific jargon to “digestible” language, 
“smart” literature search.

● WHAT MADE ME WORK HARD: worked with a great partner, 
meaningful work, fun/creative assignment, get to pick our topics, 
exciting to see your work published!



Wikipedia Project Student Feedback - Taylor 
● LIKE: creating content that might actually be seen, used, and valued by 

others. 

● DISLIKE: learning how to use Wikipedia formatting was slightly 
frustrating.Tough to think that the work could easily be changed or removed. 

● LEARNED: communicate clearly and succinctly to a general audience, 
distinguish between relevant/irrelevant information, search a large amount of 
literature and effectively extract pertinent information.

● WHAT MADE ME WORK HARD: partner I work well with, can count on, and 
enjoy spending time with. Felt like Dr. Kalas had confidence in me expected 
quality work. Knowing that other people could actually learn from 
something I’ve created



Questions?



THANKS!


